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Introduction

According to the typology of armed conflicts in International Humanitarian Law (IHL), two types of conflicts exist: international armed conflicts and non-international armed conflicts. Applicable conventional IHL, and to a lesser extent customary IHL, varies depending on each situation. If non-international armed conflicts are today by far more numerous than international armed conflicts, the law of international armed conflict is still quantitatively as well as qualitatively more substantial.

From a humanitarian point of view, the victims of non-international armed conflicts should be protected by the same rules as the victims of international armed conflicts. They face similar problems and need similar protection. Indeed, in both situations, fighters and civilians are arrested and detained by "the enemy"; civilians are forcibly displaced; they have to flee, or the places where they live fall under enemy control. Attacks are launched against towns and villages, food supplies need to transit through front lines, and the same weapons are used. Furthermore, the application of different rules for protection in international and in non-international armed conflicts obliges humanitarian players and victims to classify the conflict before those rules can be invoked. This can be theoretically difficult and is always politically delicate. To classify a conflict may imply assessing questions of jus ad bellum. For instance, in a war of secession, for a humanitarian actor to invoke the law of non-international armed conflicts implies that the secession is not (yet) successful, which is not acceptable for the secessionist authorities fighting for independence. On the other hand, to invoke the law of international armed conflicts implies that the secessionists are a separate State, which is not acceptable for the central authorities.

However, States, in the international law they have made, have never agreed to treat international and non-international armed conflicts equally. Indeed, wars between States have until recently been considered a legitimate form of international relations and the use of force between States is still not totally prohibited today. Conversely, the monopoly on the legitimate use of force within its boundaries is inherent in the concept of the modern State, which precludes groups within that State from waging war against other factions or the government.

On the one hand, the protection of victims of international armed conflicts must necessarily be guaranteed through rules of international law. Such rules have long been accepted by States, even by those which have the most absolutist concept of their sovereignty. States have traditionally accepted that soldiers killing enemy soldiers on the battlefield may not be punished for their mere participation: in other words, they have a "right to participate" in the hostilities.\[1\]

On the other hand, the law of non-international armed conflicts is more recent. States have for a long time considered such conflicts as internal affairs governed by domestic law, and no State is ready to accept that its citizens would wage war against their own government. In other words, no government would renounce in advance the right to punish its own citizens for their participation in a rebellion. Such renunciation, however, is the essence of combatant status as defined in the law of international armed conflicts. To apply all the rules of the contemporary IHL of international armed conflicts to non-international armed conflicts would be incompatible with the very concept of the contemporary international society being made up of sovereign States. Conversely, if ever the international community is organized as a world State, all armed conflicts would be "non-international" in nature and it would thus be inconceivable for combatants to have the right to participate in hostilities independently of the cause for which they fight, as foreseen in the law of international armed conflicts.

In recent years, however, IHL of non-international armed conflicts has drawn closer to IHL of international armed conflicts: through the jurisprudence of the International Criminal Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda based on their assessment of customary international law;[2] in the crimes defined in the ICC Statute;[3] because States have accepted that recent treaties on weapons and on the protection of cultural objects are applicable to both categories of conflicts;[4]

- Amendment to Article 1 of the 1980 Convention, in Order to Extend it to Non-International Armed Conflicts
- Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Mines, Booby-Traps and Other Devices, as amended on 3 May 1996
under the growing influence of International Human Rights Law; and according to the outcome of the ICRC Study on Customary International Humanitarian Law. This study, which assesses official State practice and opinion juris (rather than actual conduct in the field), comes to the conclusion that 136 (and arguably even 141) out of 161 rules of customary humanitarian law, many of which run parallel to rules of Protocol I applicable as a treaty to international armed conflicts, apply equally to non-international armed conflicts.

Theoretically, IHL of international armed conflicts and IHL of non-international armed conflicts should be studied, interpreted and applied as two separate branches of law – the latter being codified mainly in Art. 3 common to the Conventions and in Protocol II. Furthermore, non-international armed conflicts occur much more frequently today and entail more suffering than international armed conflicts. Thus, it would be normal to study first the law of non-international armed conflicts, as being the most important.

However, because IHL of non-international armed conflicts must provide solutions to problems similar to those arising in international armed conflicts, because it was developed after the law applicable to international armed conflicts, and because it involves the same principles, although elaborated in the applicable rules in less detail, it is best to start by studying the full regime of the law applicable to international armed conflicts in order to understand the similarities and differences between it and the law of non-international armed conflicts. The two branches of law share the same basic principles, and analogies have to be drawn between them to flesh out certain provisions or to fill logical gaps. Similarly, only by taking the law of international armed conflicts as a starting point can one identify which changes must result, for the protective regime in non-international armed conflicts, from the fundamental legal differences between international and non-international armed conflicts. Finally, from the perspective of the law of international armed conflicts, there is a grey area not affected by those fundamental differences but in which States have refused to provide the same answer in the treaties of IHL. The practitioner in a non-international armed conflict confronted with a question to which the treaty rules applicable to such situations fail to provide an answer will either look for a rule of customary IHL applicable to non-national armed conflicts or search for the answer applicable in international armed conflicts and then analyse whether the nature of non-international armed conflicts allows for the application of the same answers in such conflicts. In any event, soldiers are instructed and trained to comply with one set of rules and not with two different sets.

The ICRC Study on customary IHL has confirmed the customary nature of most of the treaty rules applicable in non-international armed conflicts (Art. 3 common to the Conventions and Protocol II in particular). Additionally, the study demonstrates that many rules initially designed to apply only in international conflicts also apply – as customary rules – in non-international armed conflicts. They include the rules relating to the use of certain means of warfare, relief assistance, the principle of distinction between civilian objects and military objectives and the prohibition of certain methods of warfare.

The fact that IHL of non-national armed conflicts comes closer to that of international armed conflicts is certainly a good thing for the victims of such conflicts, which are the most frequent in today's world, but it should never be forgotten that these rules are equally binding on government forces and non-state armed groups. Therefore, for all existing, claimed and newly suggested rules of IHL of non-national armed conflicts, or whenever we interpret any of these rules, we should check whether an armed group willing to comply with the rule in question is able to do so without necessarily losing the conflict. Unrealistic rules do not protect anyone and undermine the credibility of other, realistic rules of IHL.

In addition, it should be borne in mind that if a given situation or issue is not regulated by IHL of non-national armed conflicts applying as the lex specialis, international human rights law applies, although possibly limited by derogations.

To conclude, it should be stressed that even in cases in which IHL of international armed conflicts contains no detailed provisions or to which no analogies with that law apply, and even without falling back on customary law, the plight of the victims of contemporary non-national armed conflicts would be incomparably improved if only the basic black-letter provisions of Art. 3 common to the Conventions and of Protocol II were respected.

Cases and Documents

- **ICRC, Sixtieth Anniversary of the Geneva Conventions**
- **ICTY, The Prosecutor v. Tadic [Part E., paras 37-100]**
- **ICTY, The Prosecutor v. Boskoski**
- **Colombia, Constitutional Conformity of Protocol II**
- **ICRC, International humanitarian law and the challenges of contemporary armed conflicts in 2011**
- **ECJ, Aboubacar Diakité v. Commissaire général aux réfugiés et aux apatrides**
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Footnotes

- [1] As recalled in *P I, Art. 43(2)*
- [3] Compare *Art. 8 (2) (a) and (b) with Art. 8. (2) (c) and (e), The International Criminal Court [Part A.]*
- [4] See
- [5] See *ICRC, Customary International Humanitarian Law*
- [6] See *ICRC, Customary International Humanitarian Law*
- [7] See infra, *Internal Armed Conflicts, VIII. Who is bound by the IHL of non-international armed conflicts?*

I. International and non-international armed conflicts

Cases and Documents

- *ICTY, The Prosecutor v. Tadic [Part A., paras 71-76 and 96-98]*
- *United States, Hamdan v. Rumsfeld*
- *Georgia/Russia, Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on the Conflict in South Ossetia [Paras 2-27]*
- *Syria, Syrian rebels treat captured Filipino soldiers as “guests”*
Quotation

The treaty-based law applicable to internal armed conflicts is relatively recent and is contained in common article 3 of the Geneva Conventions, Additional Protocol II, and article 19 of the 1954 Hague Convention on Cultural Property. It is unlikely that there is any body of customary international law applicable to internal armed conflict which does not find its root in these treaty provisions.

[Source: Commission of Experts appointed to investigate violations of International Humanitarian Law in the Former Yugoslavia. UN Doc. S/1994/674, para. 52]

II. Comparison of the legal regimes for international and for non-international armed conflicts

Cases and Documents

- The International Criminal Court [Part A., Art. 8]
- UN. Minimum Humanitarian Standards [Part B., paras 74-77]
- Germany. International Criminal Code [Paras 8-12]
- Belgium. Law on Universal Jurisdiction [Part A., Art. 136(c)]
- UN. UN Forces in Somalia
- Georgia/Russia. Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on the Conflict in South Ossetia [para. 18]
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- CARRON Djemila, L’acte déclencheur d’un conflit armé international, Schulthess Verlag, Zürich, 2016, 516 pp.

1. Traditional difference: protection not based on status (e.g. prisoner-of-war or protected civilian status) but on actual conduct (direct participation in hostilities)

Cases and Documents

- ICTY. The Prosecutor v. Tadic [Part C., paras 68, 171]
• Colombia, Constitutionality of IHL Implementing Legislation [Paras D.3.3.1.-5.4.3., Para. E.1]
• Afghanistan, Drug Dealers as Legitimate Targets
• ECHR, Khatsyiyea v. Russia [Paras 132-138]
• Georgia/Russia, Human Rights Watch’s Report on the Conflict in South Ossetia [Paras 7-15, 42, 84 and 92]
• Syria, Code of Conduct of the Free Syrian Army
• Syria, Press conference with French President François Hollande and Russian President Vladimir Putin
• USA, Guantánamo, End of "Active Hostilities" in Afghanistan
• USA, Jawad v. Gates
• Italy, Use of force against ambulances in Iraq
• United States of America, Military Commissions Trial Judiciary, Guantánamo Bay, Cuba: United States of America v. Khalid Shaikh Mohammad et al.
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2. However, the regime is closer to that of international armed conflicts if fighters (members of an armed group with a continuous fighting function) are not considered to be civilians:
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a. and may therefore be targeted not only while directly participating in hostilities through specific acts but also – like combatants in international armed conflicts – as long as they do not fall into the power of the enemy or are otherwise hors de combat;

Cases and Documents
• ICRC, Interpretive Guidance on the Notion of Direct Participation in Hostilities
• "Great March of Return" Demonstrations and Israel's Military Response
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b. and may, in the view of some States and specialists, also be detained for the mere fact that they belong to the enemy (like prisoners of war in international armed conflicts).

Cases and Documents
• ICRC, Sixtieth Anniversary of the Geneva Conventions
• United States, President’s Military Order
• United States, Hamdan v. Rumsfeld
• United States, The Obama Administration’s Internment Standards
• United States, Closure of Guantanamo Detention Facilities
3. Uncontroverisal similarities and differences

a. protection of all those who do not or no longer directly participate in hostilities

Cases and Documents

- Belgium, Public Prosecutor v. G.W.
- Nigeria, Operational Code of Conduct
- Chile, Prosecution of Osvaldo Romo Mena
- ICJ, Nicaragua v. United States [Para. 255]
- UN, Security Council Resolution 688 on Northern Iraq
- ICTY, The Prosecutor v. Tadic [Part B., paras 573-575 and 615]
- Switzerland, Military Tribunal of Division 1, Acquittal of G.
- Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the Great Lakes Region [Part II.]
- India, People's Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India
- Civil War in Nepal
- Russian Federation, Chechnya, Operation Samashki
- Syria, Code of Conduct of the Free Syrian Army
- UN/Colombia, Human Rights Committee Clarifications and Concluding Observations (2016)
- Eastern Ukraine, OHCHR Report on the Situation: November 2016 - February 2017
- Iraq, Crimes by Militia Groups

aa) who is protected?

Cases and Documents

- Sudan, Report of the UN Commission of Enquiry on Darfur [Para. 292]
- Switzerland, The Niyonteze Case [Part B., III., ch. 3.D.1]

bb) the wounded and sick

Cases and Documents

- Colombia, Response of armed groups to COVID-19
- ICRC Report on Yemen, 1967
- Afghanistan, Separate Hospital Treatment for Men and Women
- Yemen, Obstructing Medical Care
- South Sudan: Medical Care Under Fire
- Health Care in Pakistan's Tribal Areas
- Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Right of Everyone to the Enjoyment of the Highest Attainable Standard of Physical and Mental Health
- Afghanistan, Attack on Kunduz Trauma Centre
- Italy, Use of force against ambulances in Iraq
- Cameroon, Dead and Missing Persons
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PIERNAS Carlos, “The Protection of Foreign Workers and Volunteers in Situation of Internal Conflict, with Special Reference to
SOLF Waldemar A, “Development of the Protection of the Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked under the Protocols Additional to
the 1949 Geneva Conventions”, in Studies and Essays on International Humanitarian Law and Red Cross Principles in Honour

cc) prohibition of rape and other forms of sexual violence

**Cases and Documents**

- Sudan, Report of the UN Commission of Enquiry on Darfur [Paras 166 and 333-358]

**SPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY**

**Suggested reading:**

GAGGIOLI Gloria, “Sexual violence in armed conflicts: A violation of international humanitarian law and human rights law”, in
MESNER-HAGE Katherine, “Prosecuting Rape, Humanizing Women: Sexual Violence in International Humanitarian Law”, in

**Further reading:**

CAMPBELL Kirsten, “The Gender of Transitional Justice: Law, Sexual Violence and the International Criminal Tribunal for the

**dd) treatment of detainees**

**Cases and Documents**

- ICRC, Tracing Service
- Israel, Methods of Interrogation Used Against Palestinian Detainees
- Sudan, Report of the UN Commission of Enquiry on Darfur [Paras 298 and 422]
- Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the Great Lakes Region [Part I. F.2]
- Afghanistan, Assessment of ISAF Strategy
- United States, Treatment and Interrogation in Detention
- Russian Federation, Chechnya, Operation Samashki [Para. 14]
- Georgia/Russia, Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on the Conflict in South Ossetia [Paras 90-93]
- Syria, Code of Conduct of the Free Syrian Army
- US/Afghanistan, Transfer of Control over Bagram Prison
- Sweden/Syria, Can Armed Groups Issue Judgments?
- United States, Jurisprudence Related to the Bombing of the U.S.S Cole
- USA, Jawad v. Gates
- Cameroon, Dead and Missing Persons
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SASSOLI Marco, “Detention in non-international armed conflicts: Can the legal framework applicable to internment in international armed conflicts be replicated?”, in The distinction between International and Non-International Armed Conflicts: 38th Round Table on current issues of IHL, 3-5 September 2015, San Remo, 2015, pp. 156-162.


Cases and Documents

- Armed Conflicts in the Great Lakes Region [Part I. F.]
- United States, President’s Military Order
- United States, Hamdan v. Rumsfeld
- United States, Military Commissions
- United States, Habeas Corpus for Guantanamo Detainees
- United States, Closure of Guantanamo Detention Facilities
- Syria, Code of Conduct of the Free Syrian Army
- Sweden/Syria, Can Armed Groups Issue Judgments?
- United States, Jurisprudence Related to the Bombing of the U.S.S Cole
- USA, Jawad v. Gates
- UN/Colombia, Human Rights Committee Clarifications and Concluding Observations (2016)
- Eastern Ukraine, OHCHR Report on the Situation: November 2016 - February 2017
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b. more absolute prohibition of forced displacements

Cases and Documents

• Sudan, Report of the UN Commission of Enquiry on Darfur [Paras 226 and 328]
• Sri Lanka, Conflict in the Vanni
• Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the former Yugoslavia[9, 30 and 36]
• Bosnia and Herzegovina, Constitution of Safe Areas in 1992-1993
• Case Study: Armed Conflicts in the Great Lakes Region [Part II. A.]
• Georgia/Russia, Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on the Conflict in South Ossetia [Paras 120-125]
• Iraq: Situation of Internally Displaced Persons
• Syria, Report by UN Commission of Inquiry (March 2017)
• Syria, the Battle for Aleppo
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III. Different types of non-international armed conflicts

Cases and Documents

• The International Criminal Court [Part A., Art. 8(2)(d) and 8(2)(f)]
• Belgium and Brazil, Explanations of Vote on Protocol II
• Sudan, Report of the UN Commission of Enquiry on Darfur [Paras 74-76]
• ICTY, The Prosecutor v. Boskoski [Para.197]
• Democratic Republic of the Congo, Conflicts in the Kivus
• ICTR, The Prosecutor v. Jean-Paul Akayesu [Part A., paras 601-610 and 622-627]
• ICRC, International humanitarian law and the challenges of contemporary armed conflicts in 2011
• ECJ, Aboubacar Diakité v. Commissaire général aux réfugiés et aux apatrides
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1. Conflicts to which common Art. 3 is applicable

Cases and Documents

- Colombia, Response of armed groups to COVID-19
- Hungary, War Crimes Resolution
- ICJ, Nicaragua v. United States [Para. 219]
- Sri Lanka, Conflict in the Vanni
- Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the former Yugoslavia [Para. 23]
- Switzerland, The Nivonette Case [Part B., III., ch. 3.C.]
- United States, Hamdan v. Rumsfeld
- Civil War in Nepal [Part I.]
- Georgia/Russia, Human Rights Watch’s Report on the Conflict in South Ossetia [Paras 84 and 92]
- United States, Jurisprudence Related to the Bombing of the U.S.S Cole

lower threshold

Cases and Documents

- The Seville Agreement [Part II Art. 5.2]
- ICRC, Disintegration of State Structures
- UN, Minimum Humanitarian Standards
- ECHR, Korbely v. Hungary
- Chile, Prosecution of Osvaldo Romo Mena
- Inter-American Commission on Human Right, Tablada [Paras 154-56]
- Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the former Yugoslavia [Para. 23]
- ICTY, The Prosecutor v. Boskoski
- India, People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India
- Russian Federation, Chechnya, Operation Samashki
- South Sudan, The Nuer “White Armies”
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2. Conflicts covered by common Art. 3 and Art. 8(2)(e) of the ICC Statute

SPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY
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3. **Conflicts to which, in addition, Protocol II is applicable**

[See Fundamentals, B) International Humanitarian Law as a Branch of Public International Law, III, International Humanitarian Law: a branch of international law governing the conduct of States and individuals, 1. Situations of application, B) Non international armed conflicts]

**Cases and Documents**

- *International Law Commission, Articles on State Responsibility [Part A., Art. 10 and Commentary, para. 9]*
- *UN, Minimum Humanitarian Standards [Part B., paras 78-81]*
- *Belgium and Brazil, Explanations of Vote on Protocol II*
- *Switzerland, Qualification of the Conflict in El Salvador*
- *Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the former Yugoslavia [Paras 16, 24 and 34-37]*
- *Switzerland, The Niyonteze Case [Part A., 9 a. and Part B., III., ch. 3 Part C., III., ch. 3 and Part D(2)., III., ch 3]*
- *Human Rights Committee, Guerrero v. Colombia*
- *Germany, Government Reply on Chechnya*
- *Russian Federation, Chechnya, Operation Samashki*
- *Russia, Constitutionality of Decrees on Chechnya*
- *Georgia/Russia, Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on the Conflict in South Ossetia [Paras 11-12]*
- *ICC, Confirmation of Charges against LRA Leader*

**SPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY**
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4. **Material field of application of the customary IHL of non-international armed conflicts**

**Cases and Documents**

- *ICTY, The Prosecutor v. Boskoski*
- *South Sudan, The Nuer “White Armies”*

**SPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY**
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5. **Conflicts to which IHL as a whole is applicable**
a. recognition of belligerency by the government

Cases and Documents

- United States, The Prize Cases
- Nigeria, Operational Code of Conduct
- Colombia, Constitutional Conformity of Protocol II [Paras 14 and 15]
- Philippines, Application of IHL by the National Democratic Front of the Philippines
- US, Combatant Immunity and Recognition of belligerency
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b. special agreements between the parties

Cases and Documents

- Sudan, Report of the UN Commission of Enquiry on Darfur [Para. 168]
- Sri Lanka, Jaffna Hospital Zone
- Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the former Yugoslavia [Para. 4]
- Former Yugoslavia, Special Agreements Between the Parties to the Conflicts
- Bosnia and Herzegovina, Release of Prisoners of War and Tracing Missing Persons After the End of Hostilities
- ICTY, The Prosecutor v. Tadic [Part A., para. 73]
- ICTY, The Prosecutor v. Mrksic and Sljivancanin [Part B., para. 69]
- Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the Great Lakes Region [Part III.B.]
- Germany, Government Reply on the Kurdistan Conflict
- Afghanistan, Soviet Prisoners Transferred to Switzerland
- Colombia Peace Agreement
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c. meaning of declarations of intention

Cases and Documents

- Geneva Call, Puntland State of Somalia adhering to a total ban on anti-personnel mines
- Germany, Government Reply on the Kurdistan Conflict
- Philippines, Application of IHL by the National Democratic Front of the Philippines
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6. Problems of qualification

Cases and Documents

- Israel/Lebanon/Hezbollah, Conflict in 2006
- United States, Status and Treatment of Detainees Held in Guantanamo Naval Base
- ICRC, International humanitarian law and the challenges of contemporary armed conflicts in 2011
- United States, Jurisprudence Related to the Bombing of the U.S.S Cole
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a. traditional internationalized internal conflicts

Cases and Documents

- International Law Commission, Articles on State Responsibility [Part A., Art. 8]
- ICJ, Nicaragua v. United States [Paras 219 and 254]
- Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the former Yugoslavia[Paras 9 and 26]
• United States, Kadic et al. v. Karadžić
• Switzerland, Military Tribunal of Division 1, Acquittal of G.
• Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the Great Lakes Region [Part III. A.]
• Philippines, Application of IHL by the National Democratic Front of the Philippines
• Georgia/Russia, Human Rights Watch’s Report on the Conflict in South Ossetia [Paras 7-15]
• Georgia/Russia, Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on the Conflict in South Ossetia [Paras 2-27]
• ICRC, International humanitarian law and the challenges of contemporary armed conflicts in 2011
• Democratic Republic of Congo, Fighting with the M 23 Group
• Syria, the Battle for Aleppo
• International Criminal Court, Trial Judgment in the Case of the Prosecutor V. Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo
• Eastern Ukraine, Attacks Against and Military Use of Schools
• Eastern Ukraine, OHCHR Report on the Situation: November 2016 - February 2017
• Central African Republic/Democratic Republic of Congo/Uganda, LRA attacks
• Central African Republic, Coup d’Etat
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b. conflicts of secession

**Cases and Documents**

• United States, The Prize Cases
• Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the former Yugoslavia [Paras 2 and 34]
• Former Yugoslavia, Special Agreements Between the Parties to the Conflicts [Part A.]
• Philippines, Application of IHL by the National Democratic Front of the Philippines
• South Sudan: Medical Care Under Fire

**SPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY**
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c. foreign intervention not directed against governmental forces

**Cases and Documents**

• Australia/Afghanistan, Inquiry into the Conduct of Australian Defence Forces
• Israel, Operation Cast Lead [Part I, paras 29-30]
• ICRC/Lebanon, Sabra and Chatila
• Israel/Lebanon/Hezbollah, Conflict in 2006
• Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the Great Lakes Region [Part III. A.]
• Democratic Republic of the Congo, Conflicts in the Kivus [Parts J II, and III, paras 1-12]
• Afghanistan, Drug Dealers as Legitimate Targets
• Case Study, Armed Conflicts in Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea [Part 1, B. 4]
• Turkey/Iraq, Turkish Military Operations in Northern Iraq
• UN, Statement of a Special Rapporteur on Drone Attacks
• ICRC, International humanitarian law and the challenges of contemporary armed conflicts in 2011
• United States of America, The Death of Osama bin Laden
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- FERRARO Tristan, “The ICRC’s legal position on the notion of armed conflict involving foreign intervention and on determining the IHL applicable to this type of conflict”, in *IRRC*, Vol. 97, No. 900, 2015, pp. 1227-1252.

Further reading:


d. non-international armed conflicts that spread into a neighbouring country

Cases and Documents

- Democratic Republic of the Congo, Conflicts in the Kivus
- ICJ, Democratic Republic of the Congo/Uganda, Armed Activities on the Territory of the Congo
- Case Study, Armed Conflicts in Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea
- ICRC, International humanitarian law and the challenges of contemporary armed conflicts in 2011
- ICRC, International humanitarian law and the challenges of contemporary armed conflicts in 2015 [paras 68]
- Myanmar, Incidents at Chinese border
- Iraq/Syria/UK, Drone Operations against ISIS
- Cameroon, Dead and Missing Persons
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e. UN peacekeeping and peace-enforcement operations in a non-international armed conflict

Cases and Documents

- Convention on the Safety of UN Personnel
- UN, UN Forces in Somalia
- Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the Great Lakes Region [Part III. D.]
- Case Study, Armed Conflicts in Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea. [Part 1. B. 3.]
- Democratic Republic of Congo, Involvement of MONUSCO
- ICRC, International humanitarian law and the challenges of contemporary armed conflicts in 2011
Central African Republic: Sexual Violence by Peacekeeping Forces
Central African Republic, No Class: When Armed Groups Use Schools
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f. UN operations to restore or maintain law and order

Cases and Documents

- Democratic Republic of the Congo, Conflicts in the Kivus (Part II, Part III, paras 10-11; paras 61-70)
- Central African Republic, No Class: When Armed Groups Use Schools
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g. the “global war on terror”
[See supra Fundamentals, B) International Humanitarian Law as a Branch of Public International Law, III. International Humanitarian Law: a branch of international law governing the conduct of States and individuals, 1. Situations of application, e. The global war on terror]

Cases and Documents

- ICRC, The Challenges of Contemporary Armed Conflicts
- United States, Status and Treatment of Detainees Held in Guantanamo Naval Base
- United States, Hamdan v. Rumsfeld [Parts I and II]
- United States, The Obama Administration's Internment Standards
- ICRC, International humanitarian law and the challenges of contemporary armed conflicts in 2011
- United States, Jurisprudence Related to the Bombing of the U.S.S Cole
- USA, Guantánamo, End of "Active Hostilities" in Afghanistan
- USA, Jawad v. Gates

IV. The explicit rules of Common Article 3 and of Protocol II

Cases and Documents

- UN, Minimum Humanitarian Standards [Part B., para. 74-76.]
- ECHR, Korbely v. Hungary
- Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the Great Lakes Region [Part II, B, Part III, C. 1 and 2]
- Colombia, Constitutional Conformity of Protocol II
- Russian Federation, Chechnya, Operation Samashki

1. Who is covered by common Art. 3?

CASES AND DOCUMENTS

- Colombia, Response of armed groups to COVID-19
- ICTY, The Prosecutor v. Radovan Karadžić
2. Principles under common Art. 3

Cases and documents

United States, Jurisprudence Related to the Bombing of the U.S.S Cole
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Further reading:


a. non discrimination

CASES AND DOCUMENTS

- Colombia, Response of armed groups to COVID-19
- Somalia, Traditional Law and IHL
- Iraq: Situation of Internally Displaced Persons
- Syria, Report by UN Commission of Inquiry (March 2017)
- Iraq, Crimes by Militia Groups

b. humane treatment

Cases and Documents

- Colombia, Response of armed groups to COVID-19
- Australia/Afghanistan, Inquiry into the Conduct of Australian Defence Forces
- Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Bámaca-Velasquez v. Guatemala,
- Canada, Ramirez v. Canada
- Human Rights Committee, Guerrero v. Colombia
- Afghanistan, Code of Conduct for the Mujahideen [Arts 3, 8, 12-13, 18, 21]
- United States, Treatment and Interrogation in Detention
- Mali, Conduct of Hostilities
- Central African Republic, Coup d’Etat
- Syria, Code of Conduct of the Free Syrian Army
- Somalia, the fate of Children in the conflict
- ICTY, The Prosecutor v. Radovan Karadžic
- Myanmar, Forced Population Movements
- USA, Jawad v. Gates
- Iraq: Situation of Internally Displaced Persons
- Syria, Report by UN Commission of Inquiry (March 2017)
- Syria, the Battle for Aleppo
- ICC, Confirmation of Charges against LRA Leader
- UN/Colombia, Human Rights Committee Clarifications and Concluding Observations (2016)
- International Criminal Court, Trial Judgment in the Case of the Prosecutor V. Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo
- Eastern Ukraine, OHCHR Report on the Situation: November 2016 - February 2017

SPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY

Suggested reading:

Suggested reading:

- DROEGE Cordula, ""In Truth the Leitmotiv": The Prohibition of Torture and Other Forms of Ill-Treatment in International Humanitarian Law", in *IRRC*, Vol. 89, No. 867, September 2007, pp. 515-541.

- does the prohibition of murder cover attacks in the conduct of hostilities?

Cases and documents

- **United States, Jurisprudence Related to the Bombing of the U.S.S Cole**

**c. judicial guarantees**

Cases and Documents

- **United States, President's Military Order**
- **United States, Hamdan v. Rumsfeld**
- **United States, Military Commissions**
- **United States, Habeas Corpus for Guantanamo Detainees**
- **Yemen, Obstructing Medical Care**
- **Mali, Conduct of Hostilities**
- **Syria, Code of Conduct of the Free Syrian Army**
- **Sweden/Syria, Can Armed Groups Issue Judgments?**
- **United States, Jurisprudence Related to the Bombing of the U.S.S Cole**
- **USA, Jawad v. Gates**
- **Syria, Report by UN Commission of Inquiry (March 2017)**
- **UN/Colombia, Human Rights Committee Clarifications and Concluding Observations (2016)**
- **Eastern Ukraine, OHCHR Report on the Situation: November 2016 - February 2017**

**sPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY**

Suggested reading:


**Further reading:**


**d. obligation to collect and care for the wounded and sick**

Cases and Documents

- **Colombia, Response of armed groups to COVID-19**
- **Yemen, Obstructing Medical Care**
- **South Sudan: Medical Care Under Fire**
- **Health Care in Pakistan’s Tribal Areas**
- **United States, Mukhtar Yahia Maji Al Warafi v. Obama**
- **Democratic Republic of Congo, Fighting with the M 23 Group**
- **Syrian Statement at the UN on the Medical Treatment of Enemy Fighters**
- **The armed conflict in Syria**
- **Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Right of Everyone to the Enjoyment of the Highest Attainable Standard of Physical and Mental Health**
- **United States of America, The Death of Osama bin Laden**
- **Afghanistan, Attack on Kunduz Trauma Centre**
- **Sri Lanka, Naval War against Tamil Tigers**

3. **Additional rules under Protocol II**

**SPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY**
Suggested reading:


Further reading:

- SPIEKER Heike, “Twenty-five Years after the Adoption of Additional Protocol II: Breakthrough or Failure of Humanitarian Legal Protection?”, in *YIHL*, Vol. 4, 2001, pp. 129-166.

a. more precise rules on:
   aa) fundamental guarantees of humane treatment
      P II, Arts 4 and 5 [CIHL, Rules 87-96, 103, 118, 121, 125, 128]

Cases and Documents

- Colombia, Response of armed groups to COVID-19
- Sri Lanka, Conflict in the Vanni [Paras 29-46]
- Democratic Republic of the Congo, Conflict in the Kivus [Part III, paras 16, 35-41]
- Afghanistan, Code of Conduct for the Mujahideen [Art. 51]
- Mali, Conduct of Hostilities
- Central African Republic, Coup d'Etat
- United Kingdom, The Case of Serdar Mohammed (Court of Appeal and Supreme Court Judgments)
- El Salvador, Supreme Court Judgment on the Unconstitutionality of the Amnesty Law
- ICC, Confirmation of Charges against LRA Leader
- South Sudan, AU Commission of Inquiry on South Sudan

sPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY

Suggested reading:


bb) judicial guarantees
   P II, Art. 6 [CIHL, Rules 100-102]

Cases and Documents

- United States, President's Military Order
- Mali, Conduct of Hostilities
- Sweden/Syria, Can Armed Groups Issue Judgments?
- United Kingdom, The Case of Serdar Mohammed (Court of Appeal and Supreme Court Judgments)
- UN/Colombia, Human Rights Committee Clarifications and Concluding Observations (2016)
- Eastern Ukraine, OHCHR Report on the Situation: November 2016 - February 2017

cc) wounded, sick and shipwrecked
   P II, Arts 7-8 [CIHL, Rules 109-111]

Cases and Documents

- Colombia, Response of armed groups to COVID-19
- Yemen, Obstructing Medical Care
- South Sudan: Medical Care Under Fire
- Health Care in Pakistan’s Tribal Areas
- Democratic Republic of Congo, Fighting with the M 23 Group
- Syrian Statement at the UN on the Medical Treatment of Enemy Fighters
- Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Right of Everyone to the Enjoyment of the Highest Attainable Standard of Physical and Mental Health
- Sri Lanka, Naval War against Tamil Tigers
**SPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY**

**Suggested reading:**


**Cases and Documents**

- Colombia, Misuse of the Emblem

  **b. specific rules on:**

  - protection of children
    - P II, Art. 4(3) [CIHL, Rules 136 and 137]

**Cases and Documents**

- Sri Lanka, Conflict in the Vanni [Paras 10-11]
- ICC, The Prosecutor v. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo
- Afghanistan, Code of Conduct for the Mujahideen [Art. 50]
- Civil War in Nepal
- Sierra Leone, Special Court Ruling on the Recruitment of Children
- Engaging Non-state Armed Groups on the Protection of Children
- Philippines, Armed Group Undertakes to Respect Children
- Somalia, the fate of Children in the conflict
- ICC, Confirmation of Charges against LRA Leader
- UN/Colombia, Human Rights Committee Clarifications and Concluding Observations (2016)
- Eastern Ukraine, Attacks Against and Military Use of Schools
- Central African Republic, No Class: When Armed Groups Use Schools
- South Sudan, AU Commission of Inquiry on South Sudan
- Yemen, Humanitarian Impact of the Conflict
- Geneva Call and the Chin National Front

**SPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY**

**Suggested reading:**


**Further reading:**


**Cases and Documents**

- Sri Lanka, Conflict in the Vanni [Paras 17-22]
- Yemen, Obstructing Medical Care
- South Sudan: Medical Care Under Fire
- United States, Mukhtar Yahia Maji Al Warafi v. Obama
- Democratic Republic of Congo, Fighting with the M 23 Group
• The armed conflict in Syria
• Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Right of Everyone to the Enjoyment of the Highest Attainable Standard of Physical and Mental Health
• South Sudan, AU Commission of Inquiry on South Sudan
• Yemen, Humanitarian Impact of the Conflict

c. rules on the conduct of hostilities
   a) protection of the civilian population against attacks
   P II, Art. 13 [CIHL, Rules 1 and 6]

Cases and Documents

• Sri Lanka, Conflict in the Vanni [Paras 12-16]
• Democratic Republic of the Congo, Conflicts in the Kivus [Part III, paras 12-23]
• Afghanistan, Assessment of ISAF Strategy
• Civil War in Nepal
• ECHR, Isayeva v. Russia
• ECHR, Khatsiyeva v. Russia
• ICC, Confirmation of Charges against LRA Leader
• UN, Working Group on the use of Mercenaries; Preliminary Findings of Mission to Ukraine
• South Sudan, AU Commission of Inquiry on South Sudan
• Yemen, Humanitarian Impact of the Conflict

bb) protection of objects indispensable for the survival of the civilian population
   P II, Art. 14 [CIHL, Rules 53 and 54]

CASES AND DOCUMENTS

• Syria, Report by UN Commission of Inquiry (March 2017)
• Syria, the Battle for Aleppo
• Eastern Ukraine, OHCHR Report on the Situation: November 2016 - February 2017
• South Sudan, AU Commission of Inquiry on South Sudan
• Yemen, Humanitarian Impact of the Conflict

cc) protection of works and installations containing dangerous forces
   P II, Art. 15 [CIHL, Rule 42]

Cases and Documents

• Colombia, Constitutionality of IHL Implementing Legislation [Paras 2, and E.3]
• Eastern Ukraine, OHCHR Report on the Situation: November 2016 - February 2017

dd) protection of cultural objects
   P II, Art. 16 [CIHL, Rules 38-40]

Cases and Documents

• Colombia, Constitutionality of IHL Implementing Legislation [Paras 3, and E.3]
• Mali, Accountability for the Destruction of Cultural Heritage
• Yemen, Humanitarian Impact of the Conflict

SPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY

Suggested reading:


Further readings:

• BRAMMERTZ Serge, HUGHES Kevin C., KIPP Alison, TOMLJANOVICh William B., “Attacks against Cultural Heritage as


d. prohibition of forced movements of civilians
   P II, Art. 17 [CIHL, Rule 129 B]

Cases and Documents

- Sri Lanka, Conflict in the Vanni [Paras 3-9]
- Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the former Yugoslavia [Paras 24 30, 33 and 36]
- Democratic Republic of the Congo, Conflicts in the Kivus [Part III, paras 38-40]
- Iraq: Situation of Internally Displaced Persons
- Syria, Report by UN Commission of Inquiry (March 2017)
- Syria, the Battle for Aleppo

e. relief operations
   P II, Art. 18 [CIHL, Rules 55 and 56]

Cases and Documents

- Colombia, Response of armed groups to COVID-19
- Sri Lanka, Conflict in the Vanni [Paras 23-28]
- United States of America, Holder v. Humanitarian Law Project
- Yemen, Potential Existence and Effects of Naval Blockade
- Eastern Ukraine, OHCHR Report on the Situation: November 2016 - February 2017
- South Sudan, AU Commission of Inquiry on South Sudan
- Yemen, Humanitarian Impact of the Conflict

SPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY

Suggested reading:


V. Customary Law of non-international armed conflicts

Cases and Documents

- Colombia, Response of armed groups to COVID-19
- ICRC, Customary International Humanitarian Law
- Sudan, Report of the UN Commission of Enquiry on Darfur [Paras 154-167]
- ICTY, The Prosecutor v. Tadic [Part A., paras 96-126]
- United Kingdom, The Case of Serdar Mohammed (Court of Appeal and Supreme Court Judgments)
- Syria, Report by UN Commission of Inquiry (March 2017)
- Syria, the Battle for Aleppo
- Central African Republic/Democratic Republic of Congo/Uganda, LRA attacks
- Central African Republic, Coup d'Etat

SPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY

Suggested reading:

VI. Applicability of the general principles on the conduct of hostilities

Cases and Documents

- The International Criminal Court [Part A., Art. 8(2)(e)]
- Sudan, Report of the UN Commission of Enquiry on Darfur [Para. 166]
- Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Tablada [Paras 182-189]
- Colombia, Constitutional Conformity of Protocol II [Paras 22-24]
- Mali, Conduct of Hostilities
- Somalia, the fate of Children in the conflict
- United States, Use of Armed Drones for Extraterritorial Targeted Killings
- The armed conflict in Syria
- General Assembly, The use of drones in counter-terrorism operations
- Iraq, Forced displacement and deliberate destruction
- Eastern Ukraine, OHCHR Report on the Situation: November 2016 - February 2017

sPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY

Suggested reading:


Further reading:


1. Principle of distinction

Cases and Documents

- Belgium, Law on Universal Jurisdiction [Part A., Art. 136(c)]
- Sudan, Report of the UN Commission of Enquiry on Darfur [Paras 166] and 240-268
- Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Tablada [Para. 177]
• ICTY, The Prosecutor v. Strugar [Part A; Part B., paras 116 and 228]
• Democratic Republic of the Congo, Conflicts in the Kivus [Part III, paras 31 and 39]
• Colombia, Constitutional Conformity of Protocol II [Paras 28-34]
• Germany, Government Reply on Chechnya
• Russian Federation, Chechnya, Operation Samashki
• Sri Lanka, Naval War against Tamil Tigers
• Syria, the Battle for Aleppo
• Iraq/Syria/UK, Drone Operations against ISIS
• United Kingdom, Arms Trade With Saudi Arabia
• Germany, Aerial Drone Attack in Mir Ali/Pakistan
• Eastern Ukraine, Attacks Against and Military Use of Schools
• Syria, Syrian rebels treat captured Filipino soldiers as ‘guests’
• Central African Republic, No Class: When Armed Groups Use Schools

SPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY

Suggested reading:


2. Principle of military necessity

Cases and documents

• International Criminal Court, Trial Judgment in the Case of the Prosecutor V. Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo

SPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY

Suggested reading:


3. Principle of proportionality

Cases and Documents

• Sudan, Report of the UN Commission of Enquiry on Darfur [Paras 166 and 260]
• Germany, Aerial Drone Attack in Mir Ali/Pakistan

SPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY

Suggested reading:


Further reading:


4. Right to relief

Cases and Documents

• Colombia, Response of armed groups to COVID-19
• UN, Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement [Principle 25]
VII. Necessity and limits of analogies with the law of international armed conflicts

Introductory text

First, in some cases the precise rule resulting from a common principle or from combining principles with a provision of the law of non-international armed conflicts or with simple legal logic can be found by analogy in rules which have been laid down in the much more detailed texts of the Conventions and Protocol I for international armed conflicts.\[8\]

Second, certain rules and regimes of the law of international armed conflicts have to be applied in non-international armed conflicts to fill gaps in the applicable provisions, to make the application of explicit provisions possible, or to give the latter a real chance of being applied.

For example, the law of non-international armed conflicts contains no definition of military objectives or of the civilian population. Such definitions are required, however, to apply the principle of distinction applicable in both types of conflict and the explicit prohibitions to attack the civilian population, individual civilians and certain civilian objects.\[9\] No fundamental difference between the regimes applicable to the two types of conflict precludes the application of one and the same definition.

Prohibitions or limitations on the use of certain weapons are a more difficult case. None of the relevant differences between the two categories of conflict could justify not applying in non-international armed conflicts prohibitions or restrictions on the use of certain weapons set out in the law of international armed conflicts. Yet States have traditionally refused to accept proposals explicitly extending such prohibitions to non-international armed conflicts. Fortunately, this trend has been reversed in recent codification efforts.\[10\]

A striking feature of the law of non-international armed conflicts is that it foresees no combatant status, does not define combatants and does not prescribe specific rights and obligations for them; its provisions do not even use the term “combatant”. This is a consequence of the fact that no one has the “right to participate in hostilities” in a non-international armed conflict (a right which is an essential feature of combatant status). Some authors conclude that the law of non-international armed conflicts does not protect people according to their status but according to their actual activities. If this is correct, on the crucial question of when a fighter (i.e. a member of an armed group with a fighting function)\[11\] may be attacked and according to what procedures a captured fighter may be detained, no analogy could be made with the rules applicable in international armed conflicts to combatants and prisoners of war. Fighters could only be attacked if and for such time as they directly participate in hostilities and the admissibility of their detention would be governed, in the absence of specific rules of the IHL of non-international armed conflicts, by domestic law and International Human Rights Law.

Other authors and States consider that fighters may be attacked in non-international armed conflicts like combatants may be attacked in international armed conflicts, i.e. at any time until they surrender or are otherwise hors de combat. Some of those who promote this analogy also consider that captured fighters may be detained, like prisoners of war in international armed conflicts, without any individual judicial determination until the end of the conflict.

This controversy, which has important humanitarian consequences in non-international armed conflicts and armed conflicts...
which have both international and non-international components, shows that an analogy between international and non-international armed conflicts does not always lead to better protection for those affected by the conflict. It also raises the question of whether International Human Rights Law should not have a greater impact in non-international armed conflicts than in international armed conflicts, inter alia because the applicable IHL treaty rules are incomplete.

In any case, if civilians are to be respected in non-international armed conflicts as prescribed by the applicable provisions of IHL, those conducting military operations must be able to distinguish those who fight from those who do not fight, and this is only possible if those who fight distinguish themselves from those who do not fight. Detailed solutions on how this can and must be done are found, mutatis mutandis, in the law of international armed conflicts. In addition, it might be reasonable not to consider fighters as civilians (who may be attacked only if and for such time as they directly participate in hostilities), but this presupposes clear criteria and a real possibility to determine who is a fighter. On the other hand, in our view, captured fighters should not be detained by analogy to prisoners of war. On arrest, it is more difficult to identify fighters than soldiers of armed forces of another State. The correct classification can be made by a tribunal, which will only have its say if the arrested person is not classified as a POW.

Cases and Documents

- United States, The Obama Administration’s Internment Standards
- United Kingdom, The Case of Serdar Mohammed (High Court Judgment)
- U.S., Lethal Operations against Al-Qa’ida Leaders

Suggested reading:


Further reading


1. “Combatants” must distinguish themselves from the civilian population

Cases and Documents

- Malaysia, Osman v. Prosecutor
- Nigeria, Pius Nwaoga v. The State
- Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the former Yugoslavia [Para. 35]
- Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the Great Lakes Region [Part II. B.]
- Russian Federation, Chechnya, Operation Samashki
- Sri Lanka, Naval War against Tamil Tigers

SPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY

Suggested reading:


Further reading:
2. Respect for IHL must be rewarded

Cases and Documents

- United States, The Prize Cases
- South Africa, Sagarius and Others
- Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the former Yugoslavia [Para. 16]

SPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY

Suggested reading:


  a. internment, not imprisonment for those captured bearing arms

Cases and Documents

- Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Bámaca-Velasquez v. Guatemala,

b. encouragement of amnesty at the end of the conflict
  P II, Art. 6(5)

sPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY

Suggested reading:


Further reading:


  aa) for the mere fact of having taken part in hostilities

CASEx AND DOCUMENTS

- El Salvador, Supreme Court Judgment on the Unconstitutionality of the Amnesty Law
- Colombia Peace Agreement

bb) but not for war crimes or other violations

Cases and Documents

- South Africa, AZAPO v. Republic of South Africa
- Sri Lanka, Jaffna Hospital Zone
- Columbia, Constitutional Conformity of Protocol II[Paras 41-43]
- Case Study, Armed Conflicts in Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea [Part 3. D.]
- El Salvador, Supreme Court Judgment on the Unconstitutionality of the Amnesty Law
- Colombia Peace Agreement
3. Rules on the use of the emblem

P II, Art. 12

Cases and Documents

- Sri Lanka, Jaffna Hospital Zone
- Colombia, Misuse of the Emblem
- Afghanistan, Attack on Kunduz Trauma Centre

4. Prohibition of the use of certain weapons

Cases and Documents

- Amendment to Article 1 of the 1980 Convention, in Order to Extend it to Non-International Armed Conflicts
- ICRC, Customary International Humanitarian Law
- Minimum Humanitarian Standards [Art. 5(3)]
- ICRC Report on Yemen, 1967
- UN/ICRC, The Use of Chemical Weapons
- Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Tablada [Para. 187]
- Geneva Call, Puntland State of Somalia Adhering to a Total Ban on Anti-Personnel Mines
5. Limits to analogies

Suggested reading:


Cases and Documents

- ICRC, Interpretive Guidance on the Notion of Direct Participation in Hostilities
- United States, Status and Treatment of Detainees Held in Guantanamo Naval Base
- United States, Hamdan v. Rumsfeld
- United States, The Obama Administration’s Internment Standards
- United Kingdom, The Case of Serdar Mohammed (Court of Appeal and Supreme Court Judgments)
- USA, Jawad v. Gates

no occupied territories

Cases and Documents

- Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the former Yugoslavia [Para. 8]

Footnotes

- [8] Thus, one may claim that the prohibition of indiscriminate attacks as codified in Art. 51(5) and the precautionary measure laid down in Art. 57(2)(b) of Protocol I are necessary consequences of the principle of distinction, and the rules of Conventions I and IV as well as Protocol I concerning who may use, and in which circumstances, the distinctive emblem have to be taken into account when applying Art. 12 of Protocol II on the distinctive emblem.
- [11] For a discussion of this concept, see supra, Part I, Chapter 9, II. 7. Loss of protection: The concept of direct participation in hostilities and its consequences

VIII. Who is bound by the law of non-international armed conflicts?

Introductory text

From the point of view of the law of treaties, Art. 3 common to the four Geneva Conventions and Protocol II are binding on the States party to those treaties. Even those rules of the IHL of non-international armed conflicts considered customary international law would normally be binding only on States. The obligations of the States parties include responsibility for all those who can be considered as their agents. IHL must, however, also be binding on non-State parties in a non-international armed conflict – which means not only those who fight against the government but also armed groups fighting each other – because victims must also be protected from rebel forces and because if IHL did not respect the principle of the equality of belligerents before it in non-international armed conflicts, it would have an even smaller chance of being respected by either the government forces, because they would not benefit from any protection under it, or by the opposing forces, because they could claim not to be bound by it.

A first possibility to explain why armed groups are bound by IHL is to consider that when the rules applicable to non-international armed conflicts, which include the provision that those rules be respected by “each Party to the conflict,” [12] are created by agreement or custom, States implicitly confer on the non-governmental forces involved in such conflicts the international legal personality necessary to have rights and obligations under those rules. According to this construction, the States have conferred on rebels – through the law of non-international armed conflicts – the status of subjects of IHL; otherwise their legislative effort
would not have the desired effect, the effet utile. At the same time, the States explicitly stated that the application and applicability of IHL by and to rebels would not confer on the latter a legal status under rules of international law (other than those of IHL).[13]

A second theory is to consider that armed groups are bound because a State incurring treaty obligations has legislative jurisdiction over everyone found on its territory, including armed groups. Those obligations then become binding on the armed group via the implementation or transformation of international rules into national legislation or by the direct applicability of self-executing international rules. Under this construction, IHL is indirectly binding on the rebels. Only if they became the effective government would they be directly bound.

Other possible explanations for the binding effect of IHL on rebel armed groups are: third, that armed groups may be bound under the general rules on the binding nature of treaties on third parties (this presupposes, however, that those rules are the same for States and non-State actors and, more importantly, that a given armed group has actually expressed its consent to be bound); fourth, that the principle of effectiveness is said to imply that any effective power in the territory of a State is bound by the State's obligations; fifth, armed groups often want to become the government of the State and such government is bound by the international obligations of that State.

The precise range of persons who are the addressees of the IHL of non-international armed conflicts has been discussed in the jurisprudence of the two ad hoc International Criminal Tribunals.[14] Certain, not only members of armed forces or groups, but also others mandated to support the war effort of a party to the conflict are bound by IHL. Beyond that, all those acting for such a party, including all public officials on the government side, must comply with IHL in the performance of their functions. Otherwise judicial guarantees, which are essentially of concern to judges, rules on medical treatment, which are equally addressed to ordinary hospital staff, and rules on the treatment of detainees, which also apply to ordinary prison guards, could not have their desired effect because those groups could not be considered as "supporting the war effort". On the other hand, acts and crimes unconnected to the armed conflict are not covered by IHL, even if they are committed during the conflict.

As for individuals who cannot be considered as connected to one party but who nevertheless commit acts of violence contributing to the armed conflict for reasons connected with it, those perpetrating such acts are bound by the criminalized rules of IHL. If such individuals were not considered addressees of IHL, most acts committed in anarchic conflicts would be neither covered by IHL nor consequently punishable as violations of IHL. What is unclear is whether the many rules of IHL that are not equally criminalized cover all individual acts having a link to the conflict.

1. Both parties

Cases and Documents

- International Law Commission, Articles on State Responsibility [Part A., para. 16 of the Commentary to Art. 10]
- UN, Secretary-General's Reports on the Protection of Civilians in Armed Conflict
- Sudan, Report of the UN Commission of Enquiry on Darfur [Paras 172-174]
- Geneva Call, Puntland State of Somalia Adhering to a Total Ban on Anti-Personnel Mines
- ICTR, The Prosecutor v. Jean-Paul Akayesu [Part B., paras 430-446]
- Colombia, Constitutional Conformity of Protocol II [Para. 8]
- Engaging Non-state Armed Groups on the Protection of Children
- Syria, Code of Conduct of the Free Syrian Army
- Sweden/Syria, Can Armed Groups Issue Judgments?
- Colombia Peace Agreement
- Geneva Call and the Chin National Front
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Suggested reading:


Further reading:

- AIVO Gérard, Le statut de combattant dans les conflits armés non internationaux : étude critique de droit international
2. All those belonging to one party

Cases and Documents

- United States, Kadic et al. v. Karadzic
- Case Study, Armed Conflicts in the Great Lakes Region (Parts II. 2 and III.)
- Switzerland, The Niyonteze Case [Part A., para. 9 and Part B., III. ch. 3.D]
- Syria, Code of Conduct of the Free Syrian Army
- ICRC, International humanitarian law and the challenges of contemporary armed conflicts in 2015 [paras 101-107, 110, 113, 114]

SPECIFIC BIBLIOGRAPHY

Suggested reading:


3. All those affecting persons protected by IHL by an action linked to the armed conflict

Cases and Documents

- Colombia, Response of armed groups to COVID-19
- Central African Republic: Sexual Violence by Peacekeeping Forces
- International Criminal Court, Trial Judgment in the Case of the Prosecutor V. Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo
- Somalia/Kenya, Al-Shabab Attacks

Footnotes

- [12] See GC I-IV, common Art. 3(1)
- [13] See GC I-IV, common Art. 3(4) (See infra IX. Consequences of the Existence of a Non-International Armed Conflict for the Legal Status of the Parties)

IX. Consequences of the existence of a non-international armed conflict on the legal status of the parties

Introductory text

Art. 3(4) common to the Conventions clearly states that application of Art. 3 “shall not affect the legal status of the Parties to the conflict”. As any reference to “parties” has been removed from Protocol II, a similar clause could not appear in it. However, Protocol II contains a provision clarifying that nothing it contains shall affect the sovereignty of the State or the responsibility of the government, by all legitimate means – legitimate in particular under the obligations foreseen by IHL – to maintain or re-establish law and order or defend national unity or territorial integrity. The same provision underlines that the Protocol cannot be invoked to justify intervention in an armed conflict.[15]

The application of IHL to a non-international armed conflict therefore never internationalizes the conflict or confers any status – other than the international legal personality necessary to have rights and obligations under IHL – to a party to that conflict. Even when the parties agree, as encouraged by Art. 3(3) common to the Conventions, to apply all of the laws of international armed conflicts, the conflict does not become an international one. In no case does the government recognize, by applying IHL, that
rebels have a separate international legal personality which would hinder the government’s ability or authority to overcome them and punish them – in a trial respecting the judicial guarantees provided for in IHL – for their rebellion. Nor do the rebels, by applying the IHL of non-international armed conflicts, affect their possibility to become the effective government of the State or to create a separate subject of international law – if they are successful. Never in history has a government or have rebels lost a non-international armed conflict because they applied IHL. The opposite is not necessarily true.

**Cases and Documents**

- International Law Commission, Articles on State Responsibility [Part A., Art. 10 and Commentary, paras 2 and 9]
- Sudan, Report of the UN Commission of Enquiry on Darfur [Para. 174]
- Former Yugoslavia, Special Agreements Between the Parties to the Conflicts [Part A., Art. 14(2) and Part B., Introduction]
- Colombia, Constitutional Conformity of Protocol II [Paras 14-16]
- Syria, Code of Conduct of the Free Syrian Army
- United States of America, Holder v. Humanitarian Law Project
- Geneva Call and the Chin National Front
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**Further reading:**


**Footnotes**